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What is SURF, why am I here?

SURF is the collaborative organisation
for IT in Dutch education and research.

We have three roles that reinforce each
other and grow together.
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What is AI?

It’s a quest for non-human intelligence



   

What is AI?

It’s a set of algorithmic methods

https://www.zeta-alpha.com/



   

What is AI?

It’s a set of concrete products & services that impact everyone’s life



We need to be mindful about the lens 
we take when approaching questions 
and be sharp about the problem we 

trying to solve with technology.



   

AI in education? Three very different contexts

Micro-level (help individuals)

Meso-level (help institutions)

Macro-level (societal push)

9

Promises of AI in education report! →



   

Do we need certification? Sector procurement? How do we ensure the quality of those tools?
What is needed to facilitate the process of learning/teaching?

AI in the classroom (micro-level)

Perusall

Leerlevels

https://www.perusall.com/
https://www.leerlevels.nl/



   

AI on institutions (meso-level)

Unit4

Jill Watson

How can AI make institutions more efficient? Do they need to be? 
What issues are we trying to solve? What is creating those issues?

https://pe.gatech.edu/blog/meet-jill-watson-georgia-techs-first-ai-teaching-assistant
https://www.unit4.com/industries/higher-education-erp-software

AI teaching assistant



   

AI from outside (macro-level)

What will the job market of the future look like? How are certain jobs changing?
Are such disruptive tools biasing the way we look at output/society/productivity?

DALL-E 3



   

The pattern that we see: reaction to the hype

1. Important AI development makes it to mainstream news (e.g., chatGPT)

2. Everyone has a (more or less) informed opinion about impact (twitter, blogs, etc.)

3. This creates an institutional fear about (short term) measures to take in response

4. The sector tries to organize knowledge sessions to demystify

5. The sector creates material to increase knowledge level

6. Institutions try to cope with change, adapt to new tools

7. Wait for the next new and trendy tool and go back to 1.

Institutions also try to create policy and a long-
term vision; but it comes as a reaction to the new 
tools and is therefore quite colored by the hype.



   

Instead: the proactive value-driven route

1. Institutions take ownership of the change and its implications for education

2. Proactive collaborations within and between institutions about value-driven use of 
technology

3. Important development makes it to mainstream news (e.g., chatGPT)

4. Institutions are better prepared for new technological developments

5. This is part of an ongoing innovation process, new tool checked against needs

6. Include relevant tool to best practices, suggest modification on tools to fit vision

7. Continue proactive innovation process, provide guidance for new tools development

This implies a good and widespread understanding of the latest technological developments 
embedded in institutions (“AI wisdom”), and the ability to drive education-centered 
innovation.



How will things change in the future?



… depends who’s in the driving seat



   

Future scenario: inequality growth

Scenario description

A future in which large companies have taken over education. 
Technological advances led to control, surveillance and growing 
inequality. Students face a dichotomy between state-of-the-art tech 
campuses and outdated public institutions.

Main drivers

• Rapid digitization favors agile and risk-taking organizations

• Financial power imbalance between various actors

• Efficiency mindset: forces a specific view of education

• (Inter)national networks: allows broad standardization

• Regulation & policy: lagging regulations allows entrenchment

Future campus report! →



   

Future scenario: dynamic learning

Scenario description

Education has undergone a radical transformation. Students are active 
participants in their own dynamic learning journey, supported by AI and 
teacher coaches. Educational institutions serve as innovative hubs where 
knowledge, practice, government and business work together seamlessly, 
and lifelong learning is the new normal. 

Main drivers

• Digitization: allows engagement and adaptive learning

• Flexibilization: personalization helps with ownership

• Lifelong learning: education is a constant companion through life

• Labor market collaboration: institution act as innovation hubs

Future campus report! →



  

Creating innovation power together

Value-compass
Embracing our public and societal 
roles. Striving towards digital 
sovereignty and value-driven 
innovation helps with direction.

Commitment
Institutional buy-in ensures the 
space to explore and experiment 
is available. Helps with sector-
wide negotiations.

AI disruptions continuously ask us 
to assess the impact of tools and 
re-design our learning process.

Co-creation
Keeping ownership of education. 
Educational content and 
pedagogy driven by schools, 
supported by technology. 

Structural changes



Impact of AI on teaching and 
learning now and in the next 5 

years.

Let’s be the ones who decide that.



Contact
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Matthieu Laneuville
Program manager AI, SURF
matthieu.laneuville@surf.nl

surf.nl/en/artificial-intelligence
or ai@surf.nl for questions

The program in 4 bullet points:

• AI in education (pilots, experimentations, …)

• AI in research (infrastructure, NN acceleration, …)

• AI in operations (dynamic allocation, pred maintenance, …)

• Responsible AI (sustainability, robustness, …)
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